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ABSTRACT

Classification of Oligocene Sediments in Nebraska

A Guide for the Stratigraphic Collecting of Fossil Mammals
C. Bertrand Schultz

Thompson M. Stout

The Chadron and Brule formations constitute the White River Group
in Nebraska and adjacent states. The Brule is divided into the Orella
and Whitney members. The latter members are referred to the Medial
and Late Oligocene (equivalents of the European Stampian and Aquitanian), while-the Chadron is equated with the Early Oligocene (Sannoisian). Each unit in Nebraska is subdivided into three parts (Lower,
Middle, and Upper; or A, B, and C for the Chadron and Whitney, and
A-B, C, and D for the Orella). Key beds such as fossil soils (paleosols),
Purplish White beds, and volcanic ash layers, when considered with
the fossil mammals, are especially useful for correlations between
Nebraska, South Dakota, Wyoming, and Colorado. A pre-Chadron
(Eocene and perhaps older) paleosol complex is recognized, for which
the well-known name Interior is retained, and another paleosol
complex occurs at the top of the loessic Whitney silts (latest Oligocene and perhaps earliest Miocene), for which the name Bayard is
proposed. It may be possible to extend the proposed classification
throughout the Oligocene outcrops of the states mentioned.

of:ihe Department of Geology, College of Arts and Sciences,
and the Division of Vertebrate Paleontology of the Museum, June 1955
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INTRODUCTION

Until quite recently, many students and collectors of fossil
mammals have felt that it was not necessary for their anatomical and other comparative studies to keep precise records of
geologic levels and geographic locations for the specimens that
were collected. However, such basic data now have assumed
considerable importance, and the larger stratigraphic collections have been found to furnish the firm and limiting framework for a proper and full consideration of the fossil materials.
Critical comparisons of specimens and reasonable interpretations of phylogenetic trends are best made within such a
frame, and parallelism between lineages is more easily detected.
Each family and subfamily of fossil and living mammals, and
indeed each of the tremendous number of generic and specific
names for fossil mammals now in the literature, must now be
subjected to revision. This, of course, will be based upon the
holotypes and other known materials, all requiring time-andspace orientation by what may be termed stratigraphic analysis,
before a really acceptable or fully useful and stable taxonomic
classification can be developed. Many routine identifications, as
well as the continued use of certain well known generic and
specific names as "catch-aIls" in such identifications, can scarce1 Professor of Geology, University of Nebraska; Director of the
Museum, and Curator of Vertebrate Paleontology.
• Assistant Professor of Geology, University of Nebraska; Research
and Field Associate in the Museum.
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ly be defended in the light of such geologic reappraisal. It is
unfortunate that so many of the best known names employed
for fossil mammals have been based upon fragmentary materials from indefinite stratigraphic levels or uncertain localities. Wherever possible, therefore, additional collecting and
restudy of the type specimens (and localities) should again
make many of these names useful, but in a more precise sense.
Geologic documentation is further desirable in narrowing
the time factor for studies of variation (individual, sexual, and
population) in both essentially contemporaneous and sequential
samples of the fossil mammals. When time planes have become
clearly established in the rock and faunal successions of two or
more localities, there is almost automatically a reciprocal check
upon the validity of the data for specimens that do not seem to
"fit" into the picture that has emerged during an investigation
of a subfamily or a larger group of mammals. The ultimate
result of this is to allow recognition of a time series of essentially contemporaneous suites of specimens or population samples that can be treated much like collections from present-day
populations.
From the viewpoint of the geologist, the collecting of fossils
by level should become a routine matter. When sufficient information from several localities or regions has been obtained,
correlations are attempted between them, and the interregional
geologic standards come into closer approximation as the
paleontologic documentation becomes better. With the gradual
improvement of the basic data essential for the expansion of a
network of such interregional correlations, the difficult or isolated ("floating") sequences are at least provisionally assigned
a relative position in time, and even the general or possible
intercontinental correlations come into sharper focus. Migrations and interchanges of fossil mammals probably permit
closer intercontinental correlations than do the marine invertebrates, but in the broad view there should be the closest possible integration of the continental and marine standards for
each continent as a part of the attempt at harmonization of the
geologic and paleontologic evidence.
The sediments of the White River Group in the NebraskaSouth Dakota-Wyoming region have traditionally constituted
not only the Oligocene Standard for the Great Plains but also
18
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the Oligocene Continental Tertiary Standard for North America. It is therefore desirable that there should be on record a
reasonable and clear classification of these deposits. This is attempted in a summary manner here,preliminary to a more extensive report that is in preparation, giving the full results of
more than 22 years of nearly continuous investigation by the
writers and their associates for the University of Nebraska
State Museum.
RELATION OF WHITE RIVER GROUP TO GREAT PLAINS STANDARD

The Great Plains Tertiary and Pleistocene succession of
continental sediments has long been noted for its completeness
(containing deposits that range in age from earliest Oligocene
to the Recent), and for its richly fossiliferous character. Fossil
mammal remains are now known from almost every 10 feet of
strata, from the base of the Oligocene to the present deposits
(Schultz and Stout, 1948, p. 554), as is schematically shown in
Fig. 1. (The position of the Oligocene White River Group may
be noted in the figure.)
French fur trappers over one hundred years ago applied the
geographic term "Mauvaises Terres a traverser," or "Mauvaises
Terres" (later simply "Badlands" or "Bad Lands"), to the outcrop belt of White River sediments in the region which became
the Nebraska Territory and ultimately the southwestern part
of South Dakota, the northwestern part of Nebraska, and the
eastern part of Wyoming. Thus, the "Little Badlands" of N ebraska and Wyoming are not sharply distinct from the "Big
Badlands" of South Dakota, and the whole region is drained by
the White and Cheyenne rivers. Likewise, the problems of
Oligocene classification are held in common, but the present
paper refers most directly to Nebraska stratigraphy.
In Nebraska, the sediments of the White River Group exhibit the characteristic and picturesque "Badlands" erosional
features in three principal areas: (1) along the Pine Ridge
escarpment in the northwestern corner of Nebraska, from the
Wyoming line east and northeast to the South Dakota boundary,
and drained in the west by the Hat Creek tributary of the
Cheyenne River but eastwardly by the White River; (2) along
the North Platte River and its principal tributaries in western
Nebraska, from the Wyoming line east to near Ogallala; and
19
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(3) along the Lodgepole Creek in the southern part of the Nebraska "panhandle," especially near Sidney. In addition, minor
extensions of possible White River rocks occur along the Niobrara River near Ainsworth in northern Nebraska and in Knox
County in the northeastern part of the state; these latter outcrops, however, are not considered in the present communication.
PRE-OLIGOCENE SURFACE

The Oligocene sediments in the outcrop belt of northwestern
Nebraska and immediately adjacent parts of Wyoming and
South Dakota usually rest unconformably upon the Pierre shale
EXPLANATION OF FIG. 1 (Opposite)
A generalized classification of the Great Plains Tertiary and Pleistocene, showing restorations to scale of selected fossil mammals (and
one reptile) . The representative exposures shown are from Nebraska
or immediately adjacent states, serving to emphasize the completeness
of the Medial and Late Tertiary as well as the Pleistocene record. The
fossil restorations shown are as follows: I-Primitive Hoofed Mammal,
Phenacodus; 2-Ancient Marsupial, Peradectes; 3-Early Primate,
Plesiadapis; 4-Primitive Carnivore, Claenodon; 5-Archaic Hoofed
Mammal, Pantolambda; 6-Titanothere, Lambdotherium; 7-Titanothere, Eotitanops; 8-Hyracotherium (= Eohippus); 9-Titanothere,
Palaeosyops; IO-Lemur, Notharctus; ll-Uintathere, Uintatherium;
12-Rhinoceros, Trigonias; 13-Titanothere, Brontops; 14-Creodont,
Hyaenodon; 15-Deer-like Ruminant, Pseudoprotoceras; 16-Deer, Leptomeryx; 17-Sabre-toothed Tiger, Hoplophoneus; IS-Aquatic Rhinoceros, Metamynodon; 19-0reodont, Merycoidodon; 20-Camel, Poebrotherium; 21-Horse, Mesohippus; 22-Deer-like Ruminant, Protoceras; 23-Running Rhinoceros, Hyracodon ; 24-0reodont, Leptauchenia; 25-Two-horned Rhinoceros, Diceratherium; 26-Dog, Mesocyon; 27-Gazelle Camel, Stenomylus; 28-0reodont, Promerycochoerus; 29-Moropus, Moropus; 30-Giant Hog, Dinohyus; 31-Deerlike Ruminant, Syndyoceras; 32-Horse, Merychippus; 33-0reodont,
Brachycrus; 34--Antelope, Cosoryx ; 35-Three-horned Deer, Cranioceras; 36-Deer-like Ruminant, Synthetoceras; 37-Four-horned
Prongbuck, Sphenophalos; 38-Four-tusked Mastodont, Serridentinus;
39-Horse, Plio hippus; 40-Tapir, Tapirus; 41-Camel,Alticamelus;
42-Shovel-tusked Mastodont, Amebelodon; 43-Dog-like Bear, Hemicyon; 44-Rhinoceros, Teleocer-as; 45-Giant Tortoise, Testudo; 46Giant Camel, Gigantocamelus; 47-Ground Sloth, Megalonyx; 4SMastodont, Stegomastodon; 49-Sabre-toothed Tiger, Smilodon; 50Giant Bison, Superbison; 51-Giant Bear, Arctodus; 52-Mammoth,
Mammuthus (Archidiskodon); 53-Horse, Equus; 54--Early Man,
Homo; 55-Four-horned Prongbuck, Stockoceros; 56-Wapiti or American Elk, Cervus; 57-Pronghorn, Antilocapra; 58-American Indian,
Homo; and 59-Bison, Bison. Painting executed by Nathan Mohler,
under the direction of C. Bertrand Schultz, for a display in the University of Nebraska State Museum.
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and rarely upon other Late Cretaceous and older formations.
In the North Platte valley near the Wyoming boundary, however, the White River deposits overlie the latest Cretaceous
(Lance, restricted). In areas outside of Nebraska the preOligocene rocks may be even younger than Lance. In the
Colorado Piedmont, north of Colorado Springs (at Castle Rock),
it has been observed (by Stout) that the Oligocene basal conglomerate rests upon the Paleocene Denver formation (Richardson, 1915; Darton, 1905b; and Dane and Pierce, 1936). Farther
north, in eastern Wyoming (Lance Creek oil field area), the
underlying unit may be the Fort Union formation (Paleocene),
as well as the Lance and Pierre. Proceeding west in Wyoming,
it seems from recent literature that the White River sediments
may rather frequently occur upon rocks as young as Eocene,
even upon Uinta or Duchesne River equivalents (Late Eocene
in part), as in the Beaver Divide area near Lander (Van Houten, 1950; 1954).
In the Nebraska subsurface, the White River Group may rest
upon rocks as old as Dakota (Cretaceous), for near Hay Springs
in Sheridan County only 25 feet of Dakota sediments separate
the White River from the Morrison (Late Jurassic). This information has been kindly furnished by Eugene C. Reed, State
Geologist of Nebraska (personal communication, 1955), to correct the previously published section of Jones (1940, PI. 12) that
shows the directly underlying formation to be Morrison.
This relation of the Oligocene to very old (even basement)
rocks is encountered on most if not all of the important uplifts
in South Dakota, Wyoming, and Colorado, but usually as a
pediment ("peneplane" or "peneplain" in much of the literature) mantled with conglomerate and occasionally also with
younger sediments or lavas. For example, in the Black Hills,
the Mountain Meadow surface of Fillman (1929) is chiefly of
pre-Chadron age (Darton and Paige, 1925, pp. 14-15, PIs. 23-26;
Schultz and Stout, 1948, p. 559; and Bump, 1951), and the corresponding pediment in the Laramie quadrangle of southern
Wyoming is now termed the Green Ridge surface (Lovering
and Goddard, 1950, p. 15, Fig. 4). The latter surface may be
traced southwardly through much of the Front Range, and it is
possibly equivalent at least in large part to the conspicuous
erosional surface known as the Cheyenne Mountain north of
22
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Pikes Peak (Lovering and Goddard, 1950, p. 17), for the Castle
Rock conglomerate (Richardson, 1915) seems related to this
pediment. The relations of the Oligocene sediments and lavas
to the older rocks at Florissant and in the South Park, Colorado,
have been recently described by MacGinitie (1953), by Stark
et al. (1949), and by Stark, Johnson, et al. (1936).
Superposition of drainages upon the pre-Oligocene topography may have been a widespread event through much of the
South Dakota-Nebraska-Wyoming-Colorado region, and a number of striking examples have been cited by Blackstone (1946)
for the Laramie Mountains of Wyoming. The incision of the
Oligocene (Chadron) drainages into older rocks must surely
document an uplift of considerable importance in many of the
mountainous areas, and probably also in the Central Great
Plains. These drainages have been carefully traced in the area
east of the Black Hills by Clark (1937), and a partial pattern of
water courses for western Nebraska, eastern Wyoming, and
eastern Colorado also has been developed by the writers.
In northwestern Nebraska and adjacent parts of South Dakota and Wyoming, the basal Oligocene valleys were cut into
the Pierre shale. Marginal to the ancient valleys, the Pierre
seems to have been greatly modified by deep weathering prior
to the Oligocene, and also by ground water movements associated at least in part with the development of the Chadron
streams. There may have been shallow sags on this surface
before the Chadron valleys were cut deeply into, and in some
places through, the main part of the altered Pierre, but the incorporation of large boulders of the modified shale in the basal
Chadron fill at one locality (Fig. 3) is proof of the essential end
date of this alteration. Similar reworking of the pre-Chadron
oxidized materials occurs where the Chadron is incised in
Lance rocks, in the Goshen Hole of eastern Wyoming and western Nebraska (Fig. 10). For this pre-Chadron altered unit,
regardless of the age of the rocks below the Chadron, the
writers suggest the term Interior Paleosol Complex. It should
be noted that Clark (1937; 1954) and Wanless (1922; 1923) have
discussed this matter also, following Ward's (1922) first use of
the name Interior for this relation near Interior, South Dakota,
but Ward's interpretation is now only of historical interest.
The type locality may be taken as that described by Ward, for
24
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the geomorphic and stratigraphic situation there is unusually
sharp and unmistakable. His description seems to be a sufficient
characterization for the typical exposures southwest of Interior.
CLASSIFICATION OF WHITE RIVER GROUP

This group was first defined rather informally by Meek and
Hayden (1857, pp. 119-120) as the "White River formations,"
and the word "series" was used, but not "group." Also, decidedly
more emphasis was placed upon geographic than upon geologic
relations. However, four years later (Meek and Hayden, 1861,
pp. 433-435), a more formal and acceptable definition was published, and despite the initial inclusion of much younger sediments and the still indefinite upper boundary in the Big Badlands, the term has survived in essentially its original and traditional sense (Osborn, 1929, Vol. 1, pp. 103-104). By 1893, the
White River Group was considered to be composed of the
"Titanotherium Beds," the "Oreodon Beds," the "Barren Clays,"
"Leptauchenia Layer," and the "Protoceras Beds" (Wortman,
1893; Osborn and Wortman, 1894 and 1895). Later, the term
"Leptauchenia Zone," an expansion of Wortman's (1893) "Leptauchenia Layer," came to have separate identity; also, other
modifications were proposed (Osborn and Matthew, 1909, PI. 3).
Meanwhile, at the turn of the century, Darton (1899a-b; 1903a;
1905a; etc.) had named and defined the Chadron and Brule
formations from outcrops in Nebraska, the other terms mentioned above having been based upon the South Dakota record.
Subsequently, Darton's formal geographic names have had precedence in both Badlands areas and elsewhere, but later work
has resulted in refinement of both terminologies.
CHADRON FORMATION (EARLY OLIGOCENE)

Darton's studies of these deposits began in 1896, and two
years later (1898) he reported progress. The name Chadron
was proposed without precise designation of a type locality 3:

3 Actually, several of Darton's well known Tertiary names for Nebraska units share this indefinite wording with respect to a type
locality: "The name Arikaree has been applied to the deposit for, the
reason that the Arikaree Indians were at one time identified with the
area in which it is most largely developed" (Darton, 1899b, p. 735);
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"In the western Nebraska region there was found an extension
of the White River series comprising the Titanotherium Sands,
to which the name Chadron has been applied, ... " (Darton,
1899a). Later in the same year, Darton (1899b, pp. 736, 759,
Figs. 226-227, PIs. 82-84, 106) gave further information concerning this formation in northwestern Nebraska, but four years
after this he simply reprinted the 1899 work, making only
minor corrections (1903a). However, in 1905, additional information was published (1905a), and he used the name in a
series of folios and other publications thereafter. It was not
until 1931 (Wilmarth, 1938, Pt. 1, p. 392) that Darton stated that
the formation was named "for exposures at Chadron, Nebr."
In reality, his 1899 illustration of the "Section at Chadron, Nebraska" (1899b, Fig. 227) shows no exposure of this formation,
and his text references show no familiarity with the outcrops
shown on his maps as near there. Instead, for all practical purposes his knowledge of the Chadron formation seems to have
been derived in northwestern Nebraska from his "Adelia" section, northwest of Crawford (Darton, 1899b, Fig. 226), and his
illustration is reproduced here for reference (Fig. 2) and also
revised (Fig. 3).
The name "Titanotherium bed" (Meek and Hayden, 1857, p.
120; Hayden, 1857, p. 153; and Hayden, 1862, pp. 29-30) was applied to this formation for many years, following the discovery
in about 1846 of the remains of the very large ungUlates subsequently called titanotheres and recognized as the most distinctive fossils of the formation (for historical summary, see
Osborn, 1929, Vol. 1, pp. 141-146). The first specimens were
found in the Big Badlands of South Dakota, but a great many
and "Mr. Darton stated (personal communication April 8, 1931) that
he named this fm. [Brule formation] for the Brule Indians, . . ."
(Wilmarth, 1938, Pt. 1, p. 279). It seems unlikely that the Ogallala
initially had a type locality, probably being also named for an Indian
tribe (Oglala Sioux), but in later years Darton did credit it with
having been named for the town that was in turn named for the
Indians. In the latter instance, Ogallala rocks are present at Ogallala,
but there seems to be no record of Darton having studied them there.
Since there is no Brule exposed at Brule, Nebraska, no one has yet
proposed that village as a type locality for the Brule formation. However, the Gering formation seems to have been named after Gering,
Nebraska, and the town of Chadron probably must be similarly
credited for the unit under discussion.
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of the later titanothere materials came from the Crawford area,
in northwestern Nebraska (Fig. 3). The best known collector
of titanotheres was John B. Hatcher, whose contributions to
American paleontology have been well reviewed by Schuchert
and LeVene (1940, pp. 207-225, PI. 15). In the years 1886-1889
he seems to have collected over 100 titanothere specimens
(chiefly skulls),4 all from the Chadron, and these constituted
the basic titanothere collection for the projected monograph of
O. C. Marsh. Marsh's death in 1899 caused the transfer of the
project to H. F. Osborn, and the monograph was published
many years later (Osborn, 1929). Hatcher died in 1904, leaving
Osborn with an incompletely documented set of materials from
the Chadron; as a result, it is generally supposed that Osborn's
restoration of Oligocene titanothere lineages is in serious error
(Clark, 1937). Although the incomplete field data led to many
errors in interpretation, and despite many inconsistencies or
even manipulations by Osborn to force specimens into positions
within the hypothetical successions (for discussion, see Clark,
1937), it is doubtful if any serious revision or even improvement of Osborn's work can be made until new and fully docu4 A
copy of Hatcher's field notes for 1887-1893 was kindly made
available to the writers in 1944 by the late Charles W. Gilmore of the
United States National Museum. From this, one can determine in
a general way the areas of his principal collecting, and further information can be integrated from the literature (Osborn, 1929, Vol. 1,
pp. 113-117, etc.; Schuchert and LeVene, 1940, pp. 211-213; and Hatcher,
1893) and from specimen labels.
An effort seems to have been made by Hatcher to determine the
levels for several of the specimens collected in the Crawford and
Chadron areas of Nebraska, for he measured down from what he
considered the top of the formation as well as up from the unconformity at the base of the Chadron (see Osborn, 1929, Vol. 1, pp.
113-117, etc.). His placement for these several specimens was in about
the middle of the formation, and the writers' experience has been that
good titanothere materials are essentially limited to that part of the
section, but Hatcher also records specimens as from a lower level.
These latter records may also be correct, for all parts of the
Chadron and the lowest part of the Brule (basal Orella or Orella A)
should be expected to yield titanothere remains. However, he seems
to have been largely unaware of the geologic structure in the Big
Cottonwood Creek area northwest of Crawford (Hatcher, 1893, pp.
211-212), and one should not expect him to have been everywhere
consistent in that difficult area in deciding upon the exact top of his
"Titanotherium Beds" or to have chosen the very bed now selected
as marking the top of this unit (Fig. 3).
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURE 3 (Opposite)
Proposed Classification of Oligocene Sediments in the Crawford Area, Northwestern Nebraska
Locations for Measured Geologic (Graphic) Sections.-LOCALITIES IN SIOUX COUNTY, NEBRASKA: 1, Roadside exposure of Chadron basal conglomerate, SSE. of Or2lla on S. side of highway and NE. of Toadstool Park, NW.
%, sec. 3, T. 33 N., R. 53 W.; 2, Lower part of the Toadstool Park Section, near entrance to the Toadstool Park, Center
and S. lh, sec. 5, T. 33 N., R. 53 W.; 3, Orella Buttes, just S. of Orella and W. of railroad and highway, S. lh, sec. 29,
and NE. %, sec. 32, T. 34 N., R. 53 W.; 4, Principal part of the Toadstool Park Section, measured in vicinity of and
above the Toadstool Park Channel (data above Upper Nodules modified slightly from 5), NE. %, sec. 8, T. 33 N.,
R. 53 W.; 5, Supplementary section to the preceding ones, with lower part measured over the ridge from the Toadstool Park at the E. projection along the NE. face of the main escarpment, and with the upper part of the Toadstool
Park side leading toward the Diplolophus Site (thus similar to the measurements for the upper part of 4), W. lh
NW. %, sec. 9 and NE. %, sec. 8, T. 33 N., R. 53 W.; 6, Composite of several supplementary sections for the intermediate area between 4 and 5 where the unconformity and marginal relations of the Toadstool Park Channel are well
displayed, NE. %, sec. 8, T. 33 N., R. 53 W.; 7,Supplementary section measured in small exposure (Sx-16) at head of
draw just W. of the Toadstool Park Draw, where the key beds of Orella D are particularly well developed (with
<>rldition of Upper Channels as displayed in the upper part of Toadstool Park Draw), W. lh SE. % NW. %, sec. 8, T.
33 N., R. 53 W.; 8, Round Top Section, measured near where the Bluish-green Nodules (bed "Y") plunge into the
subsurface and S. of that part of the escarpment where the White Bed (bed "X," schematic relations to Upper
Channels shown by dashed lines) attains its maximum and most critical development, NW. % NW. %, sec. 21, and
NE. % NE. %, sec. 20, T. 33 N., R. 53 W.; and 9, Supplementary section measured W .of Round Top, in much faulted
area on N. side of road leading to Meng's Ranch (formerly Harrison Ranch), just below the Oligocene-Miocene contact, W. lh SE. %, sec. 18 and N. line, sec. 19, T. 33 N., R. 53 W. LOCALITIES IN DAWES COUNTY, NEBRASKA:
10, Chadron exposures to the SE. of the Toadstool Park and N. of the highway, where the Third Purplish White layer
and a Volcanic Ash bed are well developed, NE %, sec. 20, T. 33 N., R. 52 W.; and 11, Exposure of basal Chadron with
reworked blocks of the "Interior," E. of the Toadstool Park and N. of the highway, SW. %, sec. 6, T. 33 N., R. 52 W.,
and also secs. 12-13, T. 33 N., R. 53 W. in Sioux County. LOCALITY IN SIOUX COUNTY, NEBRASKA: 12, Sugar
Loaf, a prominent landmark to the NE. of the Toadstool Park and E. of Orella, NE. % SE. % NW. %, sec. 27, T.
34 N., R. 53 W. LOCALITIES IN DAWES COUNTY, NEBRASKA: 13, S. of Gypsum Mesa, NE. of Orella, W. %, sec.
34, T. 34 N., R. 52 W.; 14, Supplementary section to the NW. of the preceding one, along S. margin of Gypsum Mesa,
where a Purplish White, probably the Third, changes laterally into pure crystal gypsum, Center N. lh, sec. 20, T.
34 N., R. 52 W.; 15, Supplementary section of crystal gypsum only a short distance farther E. along SE. margin of Gypsum Mesa, NW. of the 16-mile Corner and due N. of Crawford, SW. % SE. %, sec. 22, T. 34 N., R. 52 W.; 16, Supplementary section at W. margin of Gypsum Mesa, NW. 1/4, sec. 20, T. 34 N., R. 52 W.; 17, Along the Sioux CountyDawes County boundary, N. of preceding section, at projection of W. margin of Gypsum Mesa, NW. %, sec. 7, T. 34
N., R. 52 W. (also NE. %, sec. 12, T. 34 N., R. 53 W., Sioux County); and 18, State-Line Section, only 2 miles S. of the
Nebraska-South Dakota boundary, at highest point in vicinity, and at N. margin of Gypsum Mesa, S. l/z, sec. 33,
T. 35 N., R. 52 W.
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Table l.-SUMMARY GEOLOGIC SECTION FOR THE OLIGOCENE OF THE CRAWFORD AREA, NORTHWESTERN NEBRASKA.
[Thickness determinations relate to principal Oligocene valley-fill: the Miocene (Gering formation) overlies the
Brule.]
BRULE FORMATION (maximum thickness about 480 feet):
WHITNEY MEMBER (maximum thickness about 278 feet):
WHITNEY C, or Upper Whitney (maximum thickness about 99 feet):
Massive pinkish buff silt and silty clay (silty loess), with small nodular concretions in lower part and with
the Upper Ash at the base. Upper surface of Upper Ash is gradational. Two thin ash beds occur between the
Upper Ash and the assumed contact with the Miocene (Gering formation).
WHITNEY B, or Middle Whitney (maximum thickness about 76 feet):
Massive pinkish buff silt and silty clay (probably loess in part), with numerous rows of small nodular concretions. The top of the very nodular Lower Ash is at the base (upper surface of the Lower Ash is gradational),
and the sharp contact with the Upper Ash provides the upper boundary for the unit.
WHITNEY A, or Lower Whitney (normal thickness about 103 feet, without regard to upper part of Upper Channels):
Massive pinkish buff silt and silty clay (probably loess in part), with numerous rows of small nodular concretions
except in basal one-third of the unit, which in some places exhibits "lake-bed" silt and silty clay that is prominently laminated. The upper limit of the unit is the top of the Lower Ash, the base of which is a sharp contact.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - W h i t e Bed (Bed "X") is taken as principal c o n t a c t - - - - - - - - - - - - - ORELLA MEMBER (normal thickness about 184 feet):
ORELLA D, or Upper Orella (maximum thickness about 34 feet, without regard to channels):
Laminated to massive, brownish buff silt and silty clay with several key nodular beds of local correlative value.
A double nodular bed (bed "Z") occurs about 11-12 feet above the Bench, and the prominent Bluish Green
Nodules (bed "Y") are situated about 34 feet above the Bench. At least one set of the Upper Channels (channel
sandstones) originated at the base of "Y," but the highest of these channel sandstones is traceable from the base
of the White Bed (bed "X") . The Orella-Whitney contact is taken as either the base or the top of the White Bed.
ORELLA C, or Middle Orella (normal thickness about 68 feet, but locally increases to about 146
Laminated brownish buff silt and clay (locally greenish gray), with the prominent Bench at
stool Park Channel or the capping Upper Nodules at base. The Bench is an erosional step
characteristic massive buff silty clay that contains scattered knobby concretions. Just below
Green Ledge.

feet):
top and the Toaddeveloped upon a
the Bench is the

ORELLA B, or upper part of Lower Orella (normal thickness about 49 feet, but locally absent due to erosion):
Greenish gray to brownish buff clay, characterized by numerous rows of nodular siltstone and sandstone concretions.
ORELLA A, or lower part of Lower Orella (normal thickness about 33 feet, but locally absent due to erosion):
Greenish gray to brownish buff clay, with nodular concretions noted only at one spot.

- - - - - - - - - U p p e r surface of Upper Purplish White Layer is considered as contact:--------CHADRON FORMATION (maximum thickness about 209 feet):
CHADRON C, or Upper Chadron (normal thickness about 40 feet):
Greenish gray clay with Second or Lower Purplish White at base and Upper Purplish White at top. Numerous
claystone and algal limestone beds occur, and a weak humic soil is in upper part.
CHADRON B, or Middle Chadron (normal thickness about 114 feet):
Greenish gray clay, locally massive buff clay, with interbedded green channel sandstone (Lower Channel) and
silty clays representing ancient river and pond deposits. Purplish White Layers (laterally gradational into gypsum) allow a fourfold subdivision (B"_B <), and the volcanic ash bed occurs in division BO.
CHADRON A, or Lower Chadron [= Yoder] (maximum thickness about 55 feet):
Brilliantly colored sand, with conglomerate and locally large boulders of reworked "Interior" in basal to middle
parts of unit.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ----Interior Paleosol Complex is

pre-Chadron~-----------~---

[CRETACEOUS PIERRE SHALE UNDERLIES THE OLIGOCENE IN , THE CRAWFORD AREA.]
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mented collections have been obtained. It is interesting to note
in this connection that titanothere remains have been found in
late years in the lower part of the Chadron in both Wyoming
and South Dakota. Surely, renewed efforts will produce titanothere specimens at that level in Nebraska and elsewhere, and
higher levels that have been so far characterized by fragments
may also yield good materials.
As result of his collecting experience, Hatcher in 1888 prepared a manuscript table for Marsh "in which the lower, middle, and upper divisions of these deposits were each subdivided
into three levels, and in which he placed the letters assigned to
many of the skulls found by him" (Osborn, 1929, Vol. 1, p. 113).
This earlier compilation was briefly mentioned by Hatcher
(1893, p. 214) as having been used (in 1886) and based upon
three 60-foot units, but he then proposed that the maximum
measured thickness of 180 feet be divided into three units
("Lower," "Middle," and "Upper"), respectively 50, 100, and 30
feet thick from bottom to top. The divisions apparently were
arbitrary and not stated to have any lithologic basis. Instead,
he remarked that the titanothere skulls seemed to increase in
size from the lower to upper levels (small to large), and to
display a corresponding enlargement of the horns. These characters, together with some less important skeletal changes, were
the data used for separating the three divisions. The table
seems to have been a composite of his collecting results without any real regard for stratigraphic relations, and although the
maximum thickness figure was determined in the Big Badlands, much of his discussion pertained to Nebraska.
Soon after Osborn assumed the responsibility of the titanothere project, Hatcher (in 1901) "revised" the 1888 Table, but
the "revision" was not published until many years later (Osborn, 1929, Vol. 1, pp. 113-117). During that time, it may have
undergone some further changes, especially as a result of
Hatcher's 1902 expedition with Darton, to verify some of the
titanothere records. In this last compilation, the formation was
still assumed to have a maximum thickness of 180 feet, and it
was again divided into three equal parts, but the letters "A,"
"B," and "C" were introduced as synonyms of "Lower," "Middle," and "Upper." Each 60-foot unit was in turn subdivided
into thirds, and these were designated as levels "1," "2," and "3"
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4-Lower Channel Sandstone and three Purplish White Layers
in Chadron formation near entrance to Toadstool Park, Sioux
County, Nebraska; see Fig. 3, graphic section 2. (UPW = Upper
Purplish White; LPW Second or Lower Purplish White; 3PW
Third Purplish White.)

FIG .

=

=

from the bottom upwards; thus, "B2" referred to the intermediate third of the middle 60-foot unit.
This scheme evidently should have had an accompanying
summary of the stratigraphy as was the case in its application
in 1902 and later years to the Eocene deposits of the western
United States (Osborn and Matthew, 1909; Osborn, 1929.) When
modified to fit the lithologic associations, and when properly
documented, the letter method (actually first employed by Hayden) is indeed accurate, convenient, and very useful for quick
or abbreviated designation of collecting levels. It is adopted for
the present report (Figs. 3 and 10) for these reasons, and the
method also should be especially useful because of the regional
classification that is here suggested be identified with it.
A regional classification for the Chadron is surely more
desirable than is a table of purely local member names, one set
for each outcrop area. The purpose of any classification is to
obtain the simplest and clearest arrangement that is possible of
the materials or data to be classified; in stratigraphy, the prac30
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FIG. 5-Hatcher's "fossil soil" locality on branch of W. Fork of Dry
Creek, NE. of Chadron, Dawes County, Nebraska. Prominent ledges
are Upper Purplish White (UPW) and Lower Purplish White
(LPW). The "fossil soil" or paleosol (see are a within oval) is developed in a sag, and it may be equivalent to the Upper Purplish
White, or perhaps slightly older.

tice of giving multiple local names often obscures rather than
helps the development of regional concepts. The writers prefer
the regional approach to stratigraphic problems, and the nomenclature suggested below has been developed only after considerable thought concerning the best solutions of the nomenclatural and other problems involved. Figures 3 and 10 will
serve to illustrate the following discussion.
Chadron A (Lower Chadron) . - This is essentially the
"Yoder" of Schlaikjer (1935), as is shown by Figures 10 and 3,
and the "Ahearn" or "Lower Member" of Clark (1954; 1937),
which may prove to be a synonym of the former. It is the conglomeratic and/ or sandy basal Chadron unit, often brilliantly
colored, that displays virtually identical relationships and appearance at localities southwest of Interior, South Dakota;
north of Crawford and Harrison in northwestern Nebraska;
south of the Lance Creek postoffice in eastern Wyoming; typical
"Yoder" exposures southwest of Torrington, Wyoming; and
31
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FIG. 6-Type locality for Orella member, Brule formation, Toadstool
Park Draw, NW. of Crawford, Sioux County, Nebraska; see Fig. 3,
graphic sections 4, 6, 7. (B on top of "Bench," or paleosol developed
at top of Middle Orella.)

west and northwest of Sterling in northeastern Colorado. In
each of these situations there is a duplication of stratigraphic
relations and even of general lithology.
It seems apparent that regional uplift at the beginning of
Chadron time rejuvenated the streams, and perhaps in some
instances inaugurated new drainage patterns throughout the
region here discussed. These old Chadron valleys in many instances can be traced with considerable precision, as Clark
(1937) has demonstrated in the Big Badlands, and as the writers
have noted in their field studies there, as well as in Nebraska,
in eastern Wyoming, and in northeastern Colorado.
In the vicinity of Crawford in northwestern Nebraska (Fig.
3) , there seems to have been one main Oligocene valley that is
traceable eastwardly to the town of Chadron and westwardly
toward Douglas, Wyoming. In general, it seems to have a trend
roughly parallel to the Nebraska-South Dakota boundary.
When one approaches the central axis of this old Chadron val32
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FIG. 7-Toadstool Park Channel at type locality for Orella member,
Brule formation, Toadstool Park Draw; see Fig. 3, graphic section 4.

ley, the basal Chadron unit reaches its near-maximum thickness of some 50-55 feet, which compares favorably with Hatcher's figure of about 50 feet that may have been measured in this
same area (Hatcher, 1893). In the central part of the valley,
one also encounters blocks of sediments derived from the Interior Paleosol Complex or oxidized Pierre, sometimes of large
size, demonstrating beyond question that the incision of the
Chadron valleys was post-Interior. There still remains, however, the possibility of a valley-in-valley situation, with the
latest drainage of early Oligocene age but the earlier representing perhaps a late Eocene vale. This matter requires further
investigation, but it should be remarked that since there is no
Eocene known in these relations, such a solution is hypothetical.
The brilliant colors so often characteristic of this Chadron
A unit in the central parts of the old Chadron valley in the
Crawford area seem to have been chiefly derived along with
the larger blocks from the Interior (Fig. 3). The same vivid
coloration occurs in other localities (Fig. 10), but the Interior
Paleosol Complex also may be developed on Lance or even
younger sediments.
33
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The derivation of the pebbles and cobbles of the basal conglomerate and of the sand in the ancient Chadron valley northwest of Crawford (Fig. 3) seems on geomorphic evidence to
have been from Cretaceous and older rocks to the west, and
indeed one may observe some rocks of similar character now
breaking down in place in the Casper Mountains, to the west of
Douglas, Wyoming. However, occasional cobbles and pebbles
in the conglomerate are very suggestive of a Black Hills source.
These include: cycad fragments, like those of the Lakota;
brachiopods, probably from the Pahasapa; rose quartz, like that
of the Central Black Hills; and the rather famous "fortification"
agates found near the base of Sugar Loaf, northwest of Crawford, Nebraska, which are very similar to the agates found in
place in Hell's Canyon, about 15 miles from Custer, South Dakota. Combining these evidences regarding sources, one might
postulate a tributary valley from the Black Hills entering the
east-west valley of the Crawford area at a point a few miles
west of Sugar Loaf, but there is as yet no geomorphic evidence
of such an important tributary from the north.
In the type "Yoder" exposures near Torrington, Wyoming,
and in the nearby outcrops of the Chadron near Henry and Lyman in Nebraska (Fig. 10), the Chadron trends appear to be
from the west and southwest. This would suggest a Laramie
(Front) Range source area.
Chadron B (Middle Chadron) .-This unit is probably only
in part equivalent to the "Crazy Johnson" or "Middle Member"
of Clark (1954; 1937). It is, however, the most fossiliferous part
of the Chadron in the writers' experience, much as Clark (1937)
found in his studies in the Big Badlands. The upper contact in
the Chadron, Harrison, and Crawford areas (Figs. 3 and 4) is
the base of the Second or Lower Purplish White Layer, whereas the basal contact is a rather consistent olivaceous clay. A
bed similar to this has been observed also to cap the Chadron A
sandy unit at the type section of the Interior, southwest of Interior, Jackson County, South Dakota, and at an exposure immediately south of the present Lance Creek postofiice, Niobrara County, Wyoming.
Four subdivisions (Bl, B2, B3, B4) are recognized in the
Crawford area (Fig. 3) and defined there on the basis of three
Purplish White Layers (the Third, Fourth, and Fifth of Fig. 3).
34
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These subdivisions are recognizable in some localities in the
area north of Harrison, Nebraska, and to a limited extent in the
Hat Creek and Douglas outcrops in Wyoming, as well as near
Chadron in northwestern Nebraska. Future work may lead to
their recognition elsewhere, for the Purplish White Layers may
represent truncated soil profiles in which there has been concentration of gypsum and lime in the "B" and "C" horizons of
the profile, or soils with an insignificant "A" horizon. A disconformity may occur laterally at an equivalent position (Fig.
3) to a Purplish White Layer, and occasionally there is evidence
of some erosion below each of these layers; for these reasons,
the contacts for the subdivisions are taken as the bases of the
Purplish White Layers within this unit. When traced toward
the old valley-wall, especially noted in the Crawford area
(Fig. 3), any Puplish White Layer may grade into and be replaced by a bed of crustal gypsum.
Within the subdivision B3 in the Crawford area (section 10
Fig. 3), there often occurs a volcanic ash bed which is generally
only an inch or two thick, but in some places may reach a
thickness of over a foot. This has been noted at several localities in the Chadron area, but it has its best development in this
same part of the section in the North Platte Valley west of
Scottsbluff (Fig. 10), especially at Sunflower section 8, (Fig. 10),
near Lyman (section 11, Fig. 10), and southwest of Lyman in the
Goshen Hole area, Wyoming (section 14, Fig. 10). At the latter
locality in the Goshen Hole, the volcanic ash bed is the lowest
of three, and it may be termed the Third Volcanic Ash (Fig. 10).
There seems to be only the one volcanic ash bed so far recognized in the Chadron deposits of the Central Great Plains; its
importance as a correlation unit therefore may be considerable.
The source for the ash is unknown, but a study of the recent
memoirs by MacGinitie (1953) and by Stark et al. (1949) concerning Florissant and South Park, Colorado,5 suggests equivalency of this and the two Orella ash beds with the sequence
of bedded andesite tuffs to rhyolitic tuff at Florissant (divisions
1 to 4 of MacGinitie, 1953, pp. 5-10). The explosive eruptions of
the volcanoes in that region are now relatively well known by
5 Stout has recently visited these localities in order to study the
possibility of correlation.
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FIG. 8-Type locality for Whitney member, Brule formation, below
Round Top (S. of Toadstool Park Draw) NW. of Crawford, Sioux
County, Nebraska; see Fig. 3, graphic section 8. (Upper Ash at top
of U; L at base of Lower Ash.)

the relations detailed in these memoirs, but petrographic examination of the ash shards would be necessary to point definitely to that region as one possible source. Search for the ash
bed in the Big Badlands and in northeastern Colorado should
now be made.
The maximum thickness of the Chadron B unit in the Crawford area (Fig. 3) is about 114 feet. Hatcher's (1893) figure was
about 100 feet, but whether his measurement was made in this
area or in the Big Badlands of South Dakota cannot now be
determined. Clark (1937, p. 270, Fig. 7) seems to have measured
a maximum thickness for his "Middle Member" (now the Crazy
Johnson member) in the Big Badlands of approximately 56
feet, but he found it to be usually 40 to 50 feet thick. The fossiliferous green clays of this unit may represent marsh conditions.
Weathered bones frequently occur in the adjacent massive
pinkish buff silts.
Chadron C (Upper Chadron) .-This unit is defined below by
the base of the Lower Purplish White Layer and above by the
36
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top of the Upper Purplish White Layer (Figs. 3 and 10). It
corresponds rather closely to the "Upper Member" or "Peanut
Peak" of Clark (1954; 1937), and in Nebraska it ranges in
thickness from 17 to 40 feet. Hatcher (1893) described a "soil"
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near Chadron (Fig. 5, this paper) at about the level of the
Upper Purplish White.
The Upper Purplish White Layer, as remarked in the discussion above, may represent in part a remnant soil profile,
meaning one in which there has been concentration of gypsum
and lime in the "B" and "C" horizons of the soil profile and
subsequent removal of the humic "A" horizon. It is interesting
to note that Leopold and Miller (1954, p. 52) report: "Under
arid conditions, it seems likely that a carbonate zone could develop essentially at the surface of the ground." It is this view
which leads the writers to depart from their earlier action
(Schultz and Stout, 1938) in defining the base of the Brule
formation as the base of this layer, and the top of the Upper
Purplish White Layer is here suggested as the redefined plane
of division (Figs. 3 and 10).
BRULE FORMATION (MEDIAL AND LATE OLIGOCENE)

This formation was named as the Brule (after an Indian
tribe) by Darton (1899a; Wilmarth, 1938, Pt. 1, p. 279) for "a
series of pink clays" overlying the Chadron and below the
Gering "in the western Nebraska region." In later publications,
Darton (1899b; 1903a-c; 1905a) presented much detailed information concerning it, but nowhere did he specify a type
locality. For practical purposes, however, his "Round Top to
Adelia" section should be so considered; it is here reproduced
as Fig. 2 and revised as Fig. 3. This is likewise the best selection
of a type section for the Chadron formation, as previously discussed, and the writers (Schultz and Stout, 1938; 1941) used
the same area for type definitions of the Brule subdivisions, the
Orella and Whitney members.
The Brule formation in this "typical" area (near Crawford)
attains a thickness as here defined (Fig. 3) of approximately
480 feet (Table 1). It is somewhat thicker in the Scottsbluff
area (Fig. 10; Table 2), especially when the Castle Rock section (near McGrew, Nebraska) is considered, and a maximum
figure of about 630 feet is suggested.
In northeastern Colorado, the Brule seems to be much thinner. Galbreath (1953) did not employ this name, but suggested
that the Cedar Creek and Vista members of the White River
"formation" there may correlate approximately with the Orella
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and Whitney, respectively, of Nebraska. Also, he envisioned
that the upper silty unit of the Cedar Creek member in northeastern Colorado may have been deposited "in the hiatus" between the Orella and Whitney of Nebraska. The latter idea is
an interesting hypothesis and one which the writers cannot
accept, but it constitutes a challenge to workers in both regions
to attempt closer correlation than has been possible.
Considerable progress has been made in late years toward
achieving better correlations between the Nebraska and South
Dakota outcrops for the Brule and younger sediments; see, for
example, the correlations suggested (on the basis of oreodont
studies) by Falkenbach and Schultz (1951) and by Schultz and
Falkenbach (1954), which have been further discussed by
Schultz, Tanner, and Harvey (1955) in a companion paper (on
paleosols) to the present report. In addition, it may be pointed
out that at least the Upper Purplish White Layer, the Orella A
unit, and the Orella B unit, can be recognized in many parts of
the Big Badlands of South Dakota as the result of the writers'
efforts over a period of many years to match the lithologies and
of studies (by Stout) relating the fossil rodent successions between the two states. The paleosols now seem to be of considerable importance in establishing additional relationships.
Correlations within the Big Badlands of South Dakota have
been well established, due especially to the recent field work
of Skinner (1951; also in Falkenbach and Schultz, 1951) and
the earlier comprehensive works of Wanless (1923; 1922) and
Sinclair (1921; 1924). The classification used by Osborn and
Matthew (1909), and by Osborn (1910; 1929), was derived with
but slight modification from that proposed by Wortman (1893,
pp. 98-99), and by Osborn and Wortman (1894, p. 200; 1895, p.
345) . The still earlier terms for lithologic units recognized by
Hayden, and by Hayden and Leidy in South Dakota are now
only of historical interest, and it is diffcult to translate their
terms into the usual nomenclature. It is considered by the
writers and their associates to be but a question of time before
it will be possible to apply the Nebraska nomenclature to the
South Dakota (also eastern Wyoming and northeastern Colorado) deposits of this general age.
The post-Chadron Oligocene fossils have been reviewed, together with those of the Chadron, in the memoir of Scott, Jep39
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EXPLANATION OF FIG. 10 (Opposite)
Proposed Classification of Oligocene Sediments in the Scottsbluff and
Torrington Areas, Western Nebraska and Eastern Wyoming.
Locations for Measured Geologic (Graphic) Sections.-LOCALITIES IN SCOTTS BLUFF COUNTY, NEBRASKA:
1-3, E. Exposures at base of Scottsbluff National Monument, Center and E. %, sec. 27, T. 22 N., R. 55 W.; 4, W. Exposures at base of Scottsbluff National Monument, SW. %, sec. 27 and SE. %, sec. 28, T. 22 N., R. 55 W.; 5, NE. face
of Scottsbluff National Monument, NW. %, sec. 34 and NE. %, sec. 33, T. 22 N., R. 55 W.; 6, N. and NE. sides of
Castle Rock, NE. %, sec. 6, T. 20 N., R. 53 W.; 7, Channel sandstone figured by Darton (1903), S. of Gering, SW. %
SW. %, sec. 36, T. 21 N., R. 55 W.; 8, Quarry at Sunflower between Scottsbluff and Mitchell, NW. % NW. %, sec. 36,
T. 23 N., R. 56 W.; 9-10, E. and W. Lyman Exposures, respectively, near Lyman; and 11, Low outcrop 2 miles E. and
% mile N. of Lyman, in Center W. %, sec. 36, T. 23 N., R. 58 W.-LOCALITIES IN GOSHEN COUNTY, WYOMING:
12, Rattlesnake Hill, 1 mile N. and 2 miles W. of Lyman, NW. %, sec. 33, T. 23 N., R. 60 W.; 13, E. side of Table
Mountain, SW. of Lyman, between secs. 15 and 22, T. 22 N., R. 60 W.; 14, N. side of Table Mountain, SW. of Lyman, between sees. 15 and 16, T. 22 N., R. 60 W.; 15, E. of road corner, 2 miles E. and 1 mile S. of Torrington, NW. %,
sec. 27, T. 24 N., R. 61 W. (composed of two geologic sections measured 100 yards apart); 16-18, Vicinity of Torrington Fossil Quarry ("Harvard Fossil Reserve"), SW. of Torrington, NW. %, sec. 32, T. 24 N., R. 61 W. (and as far
as 1f2 mile to N.); and 19, Type section of the Yoder, near Yoder Station in irrigation canal, SE. %, sec. 29, T. 23 N.,
R. 62 W. (adapted from Schlaikjer, 1935).
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Table 2.-SUMMARY GEOLOGIC SECTION FOR THE OLIGOCENE OF THE SCOTTSBLUFF AND TORRINGTON
AREAS, WESTERN NEBRASKA AND EASTERN WYOMING.
[Thickness determinations relate to principal Oligocene outcrops, probably part of an old Oligocene valley-fill; the
Miocene (Gering formation) overlies the Brule.]

----'The Bayard Paleosol Complex locally caps the Brule; elsewhere there is a disconformity at contact,- - - BRULE FORMATION (maximum thickness about 630 feet):
WHITNEY MEMBER (maximum thickness about 460 feet):
WHITNEY C, or Upper Whitney (maximum thickness about 158 feet) :
Massive pinkish buff silt and siltyclay (silty loess), with the Bayard Paleosol Complex at the top and with the
Upper Ash at the base. Upper surface of Upper Ash is gradational.
WHITNEY B, or Middle Whitney (thickness about 106 to 125 feet):
Massive pinkish buff silt and silty clay (probably loess in part) with several thin clay partings to upper part.
The gradational upper surface of the Lower Ash constitutes the basal limit, and there is a sharp contact above
with the base of the Upper Ash.
WHITNEY A, or Lower Whitney (normal thickness about 188 feet, but locally thicker) :
Massive pinkish buff silt and silty clay (probably loess in part in sections illustrated) with coarse channel sandstones (Upper Channels) usually occuring at the base, but extending throughout the unit at some localities. The
upper limit is the top of the Lower Ash, the base of which is a sharp contact.

-----------------Disconformity at base of Upper Channels:---------------ORELLA MEMBER (normal thickness about 170 feet):
ORELLA D, or Upper Orella (maximum thickness about 29 feet) :
Massive pinkish buff silty clay.
ORELLA C, or Middle Orella (normal thickness about 71 feet, but locally increases to about 96 feet or even more):
Massive and laminated pinkish buff silty clay. Equivalents of the Bench and of the Green Ledge are recognized.
ORELLA B, or upper part of Lower Orella (normal thickness about 40 feet, but locally absent due to deep erosion
of Middle Channels):
Laminated brownish to pinkish buff silty clay, with numerous thin ledges of harder silty clay. Locally there is a
channel at the base of the unit. One volcanic ash bed is recognized.
ORELLA A, or lower part of Lower Orella (normal thickness about 31 feet, but locally absent due to deep erosion
of Middle Channels).
Laminated to massive brownish buff silty clay with a local channel sandstone at one spot, near which there is a
silty channel-fill. One (intermediate) volcanic ash bed is recognized.

----Upper Surface of Upper Purplish White Layer is considered as contact; also local disconformityr---CHADRON FORMATION (maximum thickness about 143 feet):
CHADRON C, or Upper Chadron (normal thickness about 17 feet) :
Brownish buff silty clay with channel sandstones. The Lower Purplish White occurs locally.
CHADRON B, or Middle Chadron (normal thickness about 73 feet):
Brownish buff silty clay with channel sandstones. Note the volcanic ash bed (lowest of three).
CHADRON A, or Lower Chadron [= Yoder] (maximum thickness about 53 feet):
Brilliantly colored sand and silty clay, with much reworked material from the "Interior." Channel sandstones
are present locally.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I n t e r i o r Paleosol Complex is pre-Chadron---------------(CRETACEOUS LANCE FORMATION UNDERLIES THE OLIGOCENE IN THE TORRINGTON AREA.]
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FIG. ll-Upper Purplish White (UPW), a part of a paleosol complex,
at base of N. exposures, Scottsbluff National Monument, Scotts
Bluff County, Nebraska; see Fig. 10, graphic section 1.

sen, and Wood (1936-1941). A very useful list of the named
fossil mammals from the White River Oligocene has been published by Macdonald (1951), and only a few names were
omitted or have been given since. However, much work still
remains to be done in these remarkably fossiliferous sediments,
to establish the principal evolutionary successions and the limitations in vertical range of most of the described forms. This
requires, as previously discussed, precisely defined stratigraphic units that may be easily recognized over broad regions,
and it would be helpful to have the same terms applied over the
several states neighboring Nebraska.
ORELLA MEMBER (MEDIAL OLIGOCENE)

The type locality for this member is the Badlands escarpment in the vicinity of Toadstool Park, south of Orella station
and northwest of Crawford, in Sioux County, Nebraska. Orella
is only a short distance north of the site of "Adelia," an abandoned station along the railroad northwest of Crawford, which
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FIG. 12-Whitney member, Brule formation, and overlying Miocene
sediments, at N. face of Scottsbluff National Monument, Scotts Bluff
County, Nebraska; see Fig. 10, graphic section 5. (Base of C at
Miocene-Oligocene contact; Upper Ash at top of U; base of L at
bottom of Lower Ash; and base of S at bottom of Upper Channels.)

was used as a reference point for Darton's graphic section (Fig.
2). The Badlands escarpment and the famous Toadstool Park
are shown in Figs. 6-7. The divisions of the Orella are discussed
below.
Orella A (lower part, Lower Orella).-This unit is lithologically and faunally very distinct, but previous classifications
have not given proper recognition of it. In the Crawford area
(Fig. 3) of northwestern Nebraska, the thickness usually
ranges from 21 to 33 feet, except where removed by deep erosion of basal Orella C channels, but it may be occasionally as
much as 40 feet thick. These general thickness relations are
held also in the Chadron area to the east. Westwardly, they
likewise are constant in the Harrison area of northwestern Nebraska, in the vicinity of the Hat Creek postoffice north of Lusk
in eastern Wyoming, and in the Douglas area still farther west
in Wyoming. In all of these areas, the unit is characterized by
greenish gray to brownish buff silty clay, by the nearly total
absence of nodular concretions (actually noted only at one
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spot southwest of Orella in the Crawford area), and by the
abundance of fossil mammal remains especially at levels from
10 to 15 feet above the top of the Upper Purplish White Layer.
It is these latter fossiliferous horizons that are of the greatest interest because of the distinctive rodents (Ischyromys parvidens Miller and Gidley, and other unique or limited species
to be reported upon shortly by Stout).6 The well known cricetid
rodent, Eumys elegans Leidy, seems to be totally absent, making its first appearance in the lowest nodules of Orella B. The
other small mammals seem also to be different for the most
part, but no generalizations can be made now concerning the
larger mammals. At these same levels there is often evidence
of the weathering of the fossil materials prior to burial, and
careful examination of the rather consistent color bands discloses that there are soil profiles of minor character responsible
for the observed relations.
Orella B (upper part, Lower Orella) .-This division usually
measures almost 50 feet in the Crawford area (Fig. 3) and 40
feet in the North Platte valley (Fig. 10). Its nodular character
and stratigraphic position lead to its easy recognition, and it is
capped by a minor paleos~l complex.
Orella C (Middle Orella) .-A prominent unconformity defines the base of this unit, together with a thick channel-fill
(Toadstool Park Channel, Figs. 3 and 7) that is capped by an
important nodular bed (Upper Nodules). A significant paleosol
complex constitutes the upper limit of the division. The thickness varies from 68 to 146 feet in the Crawford area (Figs. 3, 6,
and 7), and from 71 to 141 feet in the North Platte valley (Fig.
10) .
6 In late issues of the News Bulletin of the Society of Vertebrate
Paleontology, it has been reported by Ray Alf that great numbers of
"Chadron" rodents have been found recently in the Crawford area.
If substantiated, this would be indeed a significant discovery, for the
writers have found that rodent materials are exceedingly rare in the
Chadron in that area. However, in the exposures concerned, late
Pleistocene terrace-fills rest directly upon the Chadron and are of such
similar lithology that most workers have confused them with the Chadron. The writers also have found abundant Oligocene rodents in these
Pleistocene outcrops, and it has been their experience that although
most were probably reworked locally from Orella A sediments, some
could have been derived from any higher Orella or even Whitney
level.
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Orella D (Upper Orella) .-This unit, which was previously
confused with, and in some places included with, both Orella C
and Whitney A, is now much more clearly defined lithologically
and faunally. In the Toadstool Park Draw of the Crawford
area (Figs. 3 and 6), the division varies in thickness from 34 to
53 feet, and its previous designation as Orella C3 (Barbour and
Stout, 1939) is here changed. Several sets of channel sandstones (Upper Channels), and the nodular beds "Y" and "z"
are included (Fig. 3). The White Bed ("X") caps the upper
part of the Upper Channels, and the writers are at present
uncertain as to whether the Orella-Whitney contact should be
drawn at the base or top of the White Bed. Also the upper part
of the Upper Channels (Fig. 3, schematic relations) mayor
may not belong in Orella D.
In the North Platte valley, the Orella D measures approximately 30 feet, and a definite disconformity occurs at its summit (Fig. 10). There the Upper Channels, which mayor may
not be an equivalent of the upper part of the Upper Channels in
the Crawford area, are rather definitely to be classified with
the basal Whitney (Whitney A) .
WHITNEY MEMBER (LATE OLIGOCENE)

This upper member of the Brule formation was defined
(Schultz and Stout, 1938; 1941) as comprising the higher sediments of Darton's "Round Top to Adelia" section below Round
Top, northwest of Crawford, Sioux County, Nebraska (Figs. 2,
3, and 8; Table 1). Three divisions of the Whitney have been
clearly distinguished there and throughout northwestern Nebraska, as well as in much of the outcrop belt farther south
along the North Platte valley in western Nebraska and eastern
Wyoming (Figs. 9, 10, and 12; Table 2). They have been also
distinguished southeast of Oelrichs, South Dakota, in an intermediate location between the Crawford area of northwestern
Nebraska and the Big Badlands of South Dakota. The easy
recognition of these three divisions has been largely due to the
persistence of the separating beds of volcanic ash (especially
the Lower Ash and the Upper Ash), and Darton's illustrations
show that in general he correctly identified and correlated the
ash layers in the sections measured by him. These ash beds,
however, have not yet been recognized in the main part of the
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Big Badlands of South Dakota, nor in northeastern Colorado.
In the latter area, Galbreath (1953) suggested that his Vista
member (of the White River "formation" there) may correlate
at least in part with the Whitney member. Also, it may be of
interest to note that Matthew's (1899; 1901) question, "Is the
White River Tertiary an eolian formation?" had particular
reference to sediments in northeastern Colorado, but few of the
Oligocene deposits of that region could be so interpreted by
modern workers. However, the question has real force for
much of the Whitney member (in Nebraska, in eastern Wyoming, and as far north as Oelrichs, South Dakota) since these
deposits have an amazing resemblance, in texture and general
lithologic characters, to the Pleistocene Peorian loess of N ebraska and adjacent states. The writers and their associates
have long considered the Whitney in most of the areas cited as
loess, at least in part, for where lake beds and stream channels
occurred the lithology is unmistakeably distinctive. The channel sandstones so common in parts of the Scottsbluff area of
western Nebraska in the Whitney A unit are very likely of
about the same geologic age as some of the "Protoceras channels" of the Big Badlands. The three divisions of the Whitney
are considered below.
Whitney A (Lower Whitney) .-This unit measures 103 feet
in thickness in the Crawford area (Figs. 3 and 8), or even perhaps 138 feet if the uppermost Upper Channels are included
(Fig. 3, schematic relations), but it attains 188 to 205 feet in the
North Platte valley (Figs. 9, 10, and 12). In the latter region,
as remarked above, one often encounters a considerable number of channel sandstones, but elsewhere the lithology is usually
a massive, pinkish buff, silty loess. The White Bed ("X"), or
alternatively a prominent unconformity (Fig. 3), constitutes
the basal contact in the Crawford area, but in the Scottsbluff
area there is a prominent unconformity (Fig. 10). The upper
surface of the Lower Ash is now taken as the top contact,
although there is a sharp basal surface of this bed.
Whitney B (Middle Whitney) .-This division is clearly delimited between the top of the Lower Ash and the base of the
Upper Ash. It attains a thickness of about 76 feet in the Crawford area (Figs. 3 and 8) and 106 to 125 feet in the North Platte
valley (Figs. 9, 10, and 12) ; whereas it measures about 50 feet
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near Oelrichs, South Dakota. In each area studied, it is a massive, pinkish buff, silty loess, and in several areas remains of
Hyracodon and Leptauchenia are common.
Whitney C (Upper Whitney) .-The base of the Upper Ash
constitutes the sharp basal contact for this unit, and the Miocene caps it. Although there is usually an abrupt change in
lithology at the Miocene contact, there are apparent transitional
relations (a major paleosol complex) in some places. In the
Crawford area, the thickness of this massive pinkish buff silt
division has been determined as about 100 feet (Figs. 3 and 8),
whereas a maximum measurement of 158 feet was obtained in
the North Platte valley (Fig. 10). Everywhere recognized, this
unit is clearly a silty loess, with Hyracodon and Leptauchenia
especially abundant.
At the very top of the Whitney C division and extending into the Gering, in the Castle Rock section near Bayard, Nebraska (where this loessic silt reaches its maximum thickness),
there is a prominent paleosol sequence which was known even
to Darton (1899b, etc.). The relations are illustrated as an inset
for Fig. 10, and the name Bayard Paleosol Complex is proposed
for this soil capping there, and its equivalents elsewhere. It is
perhaps of interest to note that the Gering at Castle Rock is
only about six feet thick, accumulating on the uplands no
doubt while the pre-Gering valleys were being cut deeply into
the Whitney C (almost to the Upper Ash), and then filled.
These Gering valley-fills consist of from 110 to perhaps 140 or
more feet of sand, ashy marl, and silt. The Monroe Creek formation at Castle Rock caps the Gering that accumulated on the
valley-wall (Fig. 10 and inset), as well as the Gering valleyfills elsewhere, with a nearly horizontal basal contact locally.
OLIGOCENE ASSIGNMENT OF WHITE RIVER GROUP

That the White River Group correlates with the whole of the
European Oligocene has never been seriously doubted in late
years (compare, for example, Osborn and Matthew, 1909, and
Osborn, 1910, among other works). This is seemingly correct,
however, only if the Aquitanian is left in the Oligocene, as
Viret (1929), Hiirzeler (1946), Richard (1948), Lavocat (1952),
and most other French and Swiss students of the fossil mammals have long insisted. The Oligocene-Miocene boundary in
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the United States is best drawn, in the writers' opinion, between the White River and Arikaree Groups, for the Arikaree
fossil mammals are very like those of the European Burdigalian
when comparisons are made in a general way.
The Eocene-Oligocene boundary is more difficult, but this
has been essentially established for the type Eocene of the Paris
Basin by Alimen (1936), Soyer (1953), and Abrard (1954), to
occur at the base of the overlying Sannoisian. Likewise, Glibert
and de Heinzelin (1952) have documented in a most convincing
fashion the evidence for a similar marine regression in Belgium
at the close of the Eocene as thus defined, before the Oligocene
transgression. A "paleosol," which contained fossil mammal
remains, was formed at Hoogbutsel near Bautersem in Belgium upon this emerged Eocene surface (Glibert and de Heinzelin, 1952), and this discovery clarifies the relations of the type
Oligocene. From this, it now appears that a part of the type
Tongrian (type of Lower Oligocene) must be regarded as
Eocene. For American workers, the implications are clear:
the Eocene-Oligocene boundary is best drawn in North America at the base of the Sannoisian-equivalent, the Chadron.
SUMMARY

The White River Group in Nebraska seems to represent the
entire Oligocene, to judge by the fossil mammal similarities
with Europe, but this is true only if the Aquitanian is retained
in that epoch (series). The Early Oligocene (Sannoisian) apparently is represented by the Chadron formation, the Medial
Oligocene (Stampian) by the Orella member of the Brule
formation, and the Late Oligocene (Aquitanian) by the Whitney member of the Brule formation. A tripartite subdivision
of each of these into Lower, Middle, and Upper units is based
upon lithic (and faunal) distinctions which are believed to be
of regional importance. Letter designations (A, B, and C for
the Chadron and Whitney, and A-B, C, and D for the Orella)
may be alternatively employed to allow greater precision. Fossil soils or paleosols, Purplish White layers, and volcanic ash
beds are especially useful in correlations within the Central
Great Plains, when considered together with the general lithologic and faunal relations. The paleosols are discusssed in some
detail in a companion paper (Schultz, Tanner, and Harvey,
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1955) . It is hoped that increased care may be taken to document
more fully the collections of fossil mammals and other vertebrates from the Oligocene deposits of Nebraska and adjacent
states, and that all students may share as nearly as possible a
common stratigraphic nomenclature. Only with such a heritage
of carefully collected and clearly labelled materials can future
workers be expected to make progress in solving the already
complex taxonomic and evolutionary problems associated with
reconstructing the rich animal life of the "Ancient Wyoming,
Dakota, and Nebraska."
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